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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we examine the following general question: Given a set X
of positive integers that includes 1 is there a finite group G whose
  .   . <  .4. character degree set cd G s x 1 x g Irr G equals X ? Technically,
 .we should call cd G the set of irreducible character degrees, but these are
the only character degrees that we will look at in this paper. Thus, when
we say the character degrees of G, we mean the irreducible character
.degrees . While this is a very interesting question, in order to answer it one
must restrict the focus of the question. We restrict p to be a prime and m
and n to be coprime integers that are greater than 1 and are not divisible
 4by p. We look at sets X that have the form X s 1 j P j M j N where
 4 < <  4P is a set of powers of p, M : m, mp with M G 1, and N : n, np with
< <  .N G 1. We would like to know under what conditions X s cd G for
some solvable group G. In this paper, we are able to give the following
partial answer:
MAIN THEOREM. Let p be a prime, and let m and n be coprime integers
that are greater than 1 and not di¨ isible by p. Assume that G is a sol¨ able
 .  4group with cd G s 1 j P j M j N where P is a set of p-powers, M :
 4  4 < < < <  .m, mp , and N : n, np . If M G 1 and N G 1, then cd G :
 41, p, m, mp, n, np .
We are able to eliminate some sets as possible degree sets of solvable
 .groups as can be seen from this theorem . In particular, if G has the given
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 .structure on cd G , then the only powers of p that can be character
degrees of G are 1 and p. Unfortunately, this theorem only applies to
solvable groups. If we remove the hypothesis that G is solvable the result
 f .fails. In particular, we know that the groups PSL 2, 2 have character
 f f f 4  w x.degree sets 1, 2 y 1, 2 , 2 q 1 see 2, Theorem XI, 5.7 . These groups
satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem but fail the conclusion of the
 .theorem when f G 2 obviously the prime p is 2 in this case . Our theorem
can be seen as providing structural information about a group G from its
set of character degrees. In particular, if G has a character degree set of
 . 2the form given and cd G contains some power of p that is divisible by p ,
 f f f 4then G cannot be solvable. It is already known that 1, 2 y 1, 2 , 2 q 1
 wcould not be the character degree set of a solvable group see 9, Theorem
x.18.7 , but our result shows other sets that can not be character degree sets
 4for a solvable group. For example, the set 1, 4, 5, 6 is the character degree
set of the symmetric group on 5 letters. This set satisfies our hypotheses
with p s 2, m s 3, and n s 5. Thus, we can conclude that any group
having this character degree set is not solvable. To our knowledge this had
not been proved before, but it is still not a surprise. Ignoring 1, this set can
be partitioned into two sets where each integer is relatively prime to all the
integers in the other set. Solvable groups that have this property are
 w x.relatively rare see 9, Theorem 19.6 . Note, however, that this theorem
 4eliminates sets where this partition is not possible, such as 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10 .
 .Here, we take p s 2, n s 3, and m s 5.
 4This paper does not determine when a subset of 1, p, m, n, pm, pn
actually is the character degree set of a solvable group. We believe that it
would be interesting to determine which subsets can occur as character
degree sets, and what properties, m, n, and p must have for this to occur.
w x  4In 7 , we present some examples of subsets of 1, p, m, n, pm, pn that
w xoccur as sets of character degrees. Also, in 8 , we begin to answer the
question: When is the whole set a character degree set? We obtain a
complete solution when m and n are prime numbers. The Main Theorem
w xis a result of answering some questions that were asked in 7 . In that
paper, character degree sets that violate the conclusion of the Main
 .Theorem occurred in the conclusions of Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2 2 , and
 .Theorem 4.3 2 . We then asked the question of whether such groups could
actually occur. In attempting to build examples, we were able to prove that
such groups cannot occur. A careful reader will note that Theorem 3.4
w xsuffices to prove that no examples exist in the situations addressed in 7 .
Thanks are due to Professor Gagola. During a series of conversations with
Professor Gagola, we discovered Theorem 3.4 and then the generalization
presented in the Main Theorem.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some notation and several results from
other papers. It is standard given a subgroup H : G and a character
 .  < .   . <w G x 4u g Irr H to use Irr G u to denote the set x g Irr G x , u / 0 . In
 < .   . <  < .4this spirit, we write cd G u s x 1 x g Irr G u . We also use notation
 < .  < .cd G a to represent the union of the sets cd G u over all the charactersH
 .  .u g Irr H with u 1 s a. Note that while this is not precisely the defini-
w xtion used for this notation in 5, 7 , it is consistent with the definition
found in both of those papers. The following lemma is proved as Lemma
w x2.1 and Corollary 2.2 in 7 .
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group, and suppose that K is a normal
 .subgroup of G. Assume that the character degrees a, b, and f lie in cd K ,
 .  .  < .  < .cd G , and cd GrK , respecti¨ ely. If a g cd G a , then af g cd G a .K K
 < <.  .  < .Furthermore, if b, G : K s 1, then b g cd K and bf g cd G b .K
w xLemma 2.2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 12.4 of 4 . This
w xvariation is proved as Lemma 6.2 of 8 .
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a normal subgroup of G such that GrK is a
Frobenius group with kernel NrK an elementary abelian p-group for some
 . < <prime p. Suppose that the degree a g cd G is relati¨ ely prime to G : N . If
< <  .a G : N f cd G , then p di¨ ides a.
The next lemma considers the characters of normal cyclic subgroups.
Note that the hypothesis of the last statement of this lemma will be
fulfilled when A is the Fitting subgroup of B, and this statement says that
w xBrA is central in GrA. This lemma is proved as Lemma 5.1 of 8 .
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a cyclic normal subgroup in G, and write C s
 . X  .C A . Then G : C. Furthermore, if the character a g Irr A is faithful,G
then C is the stabilizer of a in G. Finally, if B is a normal subgroup in G with
w xC l B : A, then G, B : A.
 43. 1, m, n AS A CHARACTER DEGREE SET
In this section, we study groups that contain a normal subgroup whose
 4character degree set is 1, m, n where m and n are relatively prime
w xintegers. One should compare this section to Section 5 of 8 . We begin by
presenting some results about groups whose character degree set is
 41, m, n . These groups fall into two categories based on their Fitting
 .heights. Using standard notation, we define the Fitting subgroup F G of G
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to be the largest normal nilpotent subgroup of G. Inductively, we define
 .F s 1 and F rF s F GrF for integers i G 0. When G is solvable, it is0 iq1 i i
clear that there is some integer i so that F s G. We define the Fittingi
height of G to be the smallest integer i so that F s G. From a theorem ofi
w xGarrison 4, Corollary 12.21 , we know that the Fitting height of G is less
<  . <  .  4than or equal to cd G . In our situation where cd G s 1, m, n , it
 .follows that the Fitting height of G is at most 3. Since mn f cd G , we can
see that G is not nilpotent, and so, G has Fitting height at least 2. The
groups of interest can be categorized as those having Fitting height 3 and
those having Fitting height 2. In this next lemma, we also mention fully
w xramified characters. Following 4 , we say that when N is a normal
 .  .subgroup of G, the characters x g Irr G and u g Irr N are fully rami-
fied with respect to GrN if u is G-invariant, and x is the unique
irreducible constituent of u G. Most of the content of this lemma is proved
w xin Theorem 3.5 of 10 . It also includes some improvements that were
w xproved as Lemma 4.1 of 8 .
 .  4LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a group with cd G s 1, m, n where m and n are
 .  .relati¨ ely prime integers. Write F s F G the Fitting subgroup of G .
 .  .a Assume G has Fitting height 3. Write ErF s F GrF and P s
w xE, F . Then the following are true:
 .  .  .   ..  < <i F s P = Z G and cd G s cd GrZ G s 1, G : E ,
< <4E : F ,
 . Xii P is a minimal normal subgroup of G and P s E ,
 .  .  < <4iii cd E s 1, E : F and F is abelian,
 .  .  .iv ErZ G is a Frobenius group with kernel FrZ G , and
 . < <v G : E is a prime number and ErF is a cyclic group.
 .b Assume G has Fitting height 2. Then the following are true:
 .i F s P = Z where P is Sylow p-subgroup of G for some prime p
such that P has nilpotence class 2,
 .  .  .  .ii Z : Z G and cd G s cd GrZ ,
 . < <  .  .  .  < <4iii G : F g cd G and cd F s cd G _ G : F , and
 .iv GrF is cyclic.
 .In addition, let R be a p-complement for G and C s C R . Then we ha¨e:P
 . X w x Xv G s P, R and P : C,
 . X X X X X X X Xvi PrP s CrP = G rP and GrP s CrP = G RrP , and
 .  .vii if the character d g irr P is not linear, then d is fully ramified
with respect to PrC.
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This next lemma looks at the case where G has a normal subgroup
 4whose Fitting height is 2 and whose character degree set is 1, m, n . It
includes several technical hypotheses, most of which come from applying
 .Lemma 3.1 b to this normal subgroup. The other important hypothesis
says there is an integer l that is coprime to both m and n so that n and ln
are the only character degrees of G that ``lie'' over the character degree n
 4of this normal subgroup. This conclusion is that 1, l, m is not the
character degree set of a certain quotient of G. This lemma will be used in
the following two results to obtain contradictions.
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that l, m, and n are pairwise coprime integers that
are greater than 1. Take p to be the set of prime di¨ isors of l. Let G be a
 .  4sol¨ able group that has a normal p-complement K with cd K s 1, m, n .
 .Assume that K has nilpotent height 2 and that F s F K . Suppose that p is
the prime so that F has a nonabelian Sylow p-subgroup P. Let H be a Hall
w xp-subgroup of G and take R to be a p-complement of K with R, P : R.
 .  < .  4  .  4Write C s C R . If cd G n : n, ln , then cd GrC / 1, l, m .P K
 . XProof. From Lemma 3.1 b , we know that P : C. Thus, C is normal in
P, and since R centralizes C, it follows that C is normal in K. Because H
normalizes both P and R, we see that H normalizes C. Therefore, C is a
normal subgroup of G and GrC is a group.
We assume that the lemma is false and get a contradiction. In particu-
 .  4  .lar, we assume that cd GrC s 1, l, m . By Lemma 3.1 b , we see that
X X w x X X X X XPrP s CrP = P, R rP and KrP s CrP = K RrP . We also have
X w xK s P, R . Observe that KrC is a p-complement for GrC. This implies
 .  4that cd KrC s 1, m . Since PrC and KrP are abelian with coprime
indices, it follows that KrC is not nilpotent. Let u be a nonlinear
 .  4irreducible character of KrC. Because cd GrC s 1, l, m , we see that
every irreducible constituent of u G must be an extension. Utilizing Gal-
w xlagher's theorem 4, Corollary 6.17 , one can show that GrK is abelian. It
follows that all the Sylow subgroups of GrC are abelian, and so, GrC has
Fitting height 3.
 .  .Take DrC s F GrC and ErD s F GrD . Since FrC is necessarily
nilpotent, we have that F : D. Observe that F l K is the Fitting sub-
w xgroup of K, and so, we employ Lemma 1.6 of 10 within K to obtain
< <  . < <  .K : K l D s m. Applying Lemma 3.1 b , we know that K : F g cd K
< <and KrF is cyclic. We determine from F : K l D that K : F s m and
 .  .  4F s K l D. We also use Lemma 3.1 b to see that cd F s 1, n . Because
 . w xKDrD ( KrF, we deduce that R : K : E. By Lemma 3.1 a , D, E CrC
is a chief factor for G, and since P is a normal subgroup of G with
w x w x w xC - P s P, R C : D, E C, this implies that P s D, E C. Let d be a
 .nonlinear irreducible character of P. In Lemma 3.1 b , we proved that d is
fully ramified with respect to PrC. The idea now is to find a contradiction
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w xto Lemma 4.2 of 8 . In that lemma, we proved that any irreducible
character of C that is invariant in E must extend to P. Since PrC is a
p-group for a prime p that does not divide m and n, this group satisfies
 . .the hypothesis that if 2 g cd GrC , then PrC is not a 2-group. In other
words, if we can prove that d is E-invariant, then the unique irreducible
w xconstituent of d will violate Lemma 4.2 of 8 . Thus, we prove that d isC
E-invariant to find our contradiction.
Let T be the stabilizer of d in G. We show that E : T. If T s G, then
w xthis is certainly true, so we assume that T - G. By Corollary 6.28 of 4 , we
< <  < .know that d extends to T. This implies that G : T n g cd G n . SinceK
< <  < .  4 < <G : T ) 1 and cd G n s n, ln , we conclude that G : T s l and thatK
every irreducible constituent of d G has degree ln. Therefore, every
irreducible constituent of d T is an extension of d . Applying Gallagher's
theorem again, we know that TrQ is abelian. Because Q : D, we see that
 . < <  .T : E. From Lemma 3.1 a , we know that G : E g cd GrC , and as
< <l s G : T , we conclude that E s T.
We now obtain a corollary to Lemma 3.2. As in that lemma, we have a
normal subgroup whose Fitting height is 2 and whose character degree set
 4is 1, m, n . In this result, we show that if the character degree set of G is
as given, then we can determine the index of the Fitting subgroup of K
in K.
COROLLARY 3.3. Assume that l, m, and n are pairwise coprime integers
 4  .that are greater than 1. Let G be a sol¨ able group so that 1, m, l, ln : cd G
 4: 1, m, l, n, ln . Take p to be the set of prime di¨ isors of l. Assume that K is
 .  4a normal p-complement of G with cd K s 1, m, n and Fitting height 2. If
 . < <F s F K , then K : F s n.
 . < <  .Proof. Using Lemma 3.1 b , we know that K : F g cd K . This im-
< < < < < <plies that K :F s m or K :F s n. If K :F s n, then the result is true,
< <and we are done. Thus, we may assume that K :F s m and obtain a
 .  .  4contradiction. We also have from Lemma 3.1 b that cd F s 1, n . Thus,
 .  4there is a prime p so that F has a Sylow p-subgroup P with cd P s 1, n .
 .Observe that P is normal in G. Suppose that the character u g Irr K has
degree m. Since the degree of any irreducible constituent of u lies inP
 41, n and divides m, we determine that the irreducible constituents of uP
 X.  X.are linear. Thus, we have u g Irr KrP and m g cd KrP . On the other
X X whand, PrP is a normal abelian subgroup of KrP , so by Ito's theorem 4,
x X < <Theorem 6.15 , every character degree of KrP divides K : P which is not
 .  4divisible by p. Since cd K s 1, m, n and n is a power of p, this shows
 X .  4that cd KrP s 1, m .
Let H be a Hall p-subgroup of G, and note that the action of H on P
w xis coprime. By Glauberman's lemma 4, Lemma 13.8 there is a p-comple-
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w x  . ment R of K so that R, H : R. Writing C s C R , we know LemmaP
 .. X X X X X3.1 b that KrP s CrP = K RrP . Since CrP is abelian, it follows that
 .  X X.  X.  4cd KrC s cd K RrP s cd KrP s 1, m . Note that C is normal in G
since it is normal in P and is normalized by both R and H. Observe that
 .  .  .m g cd GrC , and consider a character c g Irr G with c 1 s l. Be-
cause the degrees of the irreducible constituents of c must both divide lK
 .and lie in cd K , it follows that c has only linear irreducible constituents,K
X  .and this implies that K : ker c . Let l be an irreducible constituent of
 < .  4c , and use T to denote the stabilizer of l in G. Since cd G m s m ,K K
we refer to Gallagher's theorem to see that GX : K. Because K is a
w xp-complement, we know from Corollary 6.28 of 4 that l extends to T. We
again apply Gallagher's theorem to conclude that all the irreducible
T  . < <constituents of l are linear. Therefore, we have c 1 s G : T .
 X .XWe can write l s a = b for characters a g Irr KrK R and b gP K R
 .Irr KrP . Denote the stabilizers in G of a and b by X and Y, respec-
 .tively. It is easy to show that T s X l Y. Take m g Irr KrC with
 . Xm 1 s m. Then m is necessarily G-invariant. Since m = a is anK R P
irreducible character of K having degree m, it must also be G-invariant. It
is easy to see that the stabilizer in G of m X = a is X and X s G. ThisK R P
< < < <  .implies that G : T s G : Y and l g cd GrC . Since GrK is a p-group
 .  4  .  4and cd KrC s 1, m , we conclude that cd GrC s 1, l, m . This, how-
ever, leads to a contradiction of Lemma 3.2.
In the final theorem of this section, we consider a group G that has a
 4normal subgroup K whose character degree set is 1, m, n with no
restriction on the Fitting height of K. We consider what happens if one
 . 2assumes that cd G has a power of p that is divisible by p . This situation
occurs when we look at a counterexample to the Main Theorem. The
conclusion to this next result shows that such a counterexample does not
exist.
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a sol¨ able group. Suppose that p is a prime and
that m and n are relati¨ ely prime integers that are greater than 1 and not
di¨ isible by p. Assume that K is a normal subgroup in G where GrK is a
 .  4 a  .p-group and cd K s 1, m, n . If p g cd G for some integer a G 2, then
G has an irreducible character degree that is di¨ isible by p2 m or p2 n.
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is not true and let G be a counterex-
< <  < .ample with G minimal. Since G is a counterexample, we have cd G mK
 4  < .  4: m, pm and cd G n : n, pn .K
p .Observe that K contains O G , the unique minimal normal subgroup
p .of G having p-power index in G. Since O G has p-power index in K, we
 p ..  . p .see that cd O G s cd K . Thus, we may assume that K s O G . This
p . < X <implies that K s O K , and so, p does not divide K : K . Therefore,
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X X every irreducible character of K has p -degree and p -order the order of
X.the determinant of every irreducible character is p . From Corollary 6.28
w xof 4 , we see that every irreducible character of K must extend to its
stabilizer in G.
Let u be a nonlinear irreducible character of K. If u is invariant in G,
then we saw in the previous paragraph that u extends to G. By a theorem
w x  < .   . <of Gallagher, Corollary 6.17 of 4 , we know that cd G u s u 1 f f g
 .4  < .  <  ..  < .cd GrK . Since cd G u : cd G u 1 , we have that cd G u :K
  .  . 4  .  4u 1 , u 1 p . It follows that cd GrK : 1, p . If u is not invariant in G,
then write V for the stabilizer of u in G. Observe that V must have index
 < .   .4p in G and that cd V u s u 1 . Since V contains K, this implies that V
is normal in G and that VrK is abelian. Using a theorem of Ito, Theorem
w x  .  46.15 of 4 , it follows that cd GrK : 1, p . Since one of these two cases
 .  4must occur, we conclude that cd GrK : 1, p . In particular, we empha-
size that any nonlinear irreducible character of K that is not invariant in
G must have a stabilizer whose index in G is p and whose quotient mod K
is abelian.
 .  . aNow consider an irreducible character x g Irr G such that x 1 s p .
 .Since the degrees of the irreducible constituents of x divide x 1 and lieK
 .in cd K , we deduce that the irreducible constituents of x are all linear.K
X  .  X.This implies that K : ker x and x g Irr GrK . We also see that
a  X. X Xp g cd GrK . Since KrK is an abelian normal subgroup of GrK , we
w x a < <may apply Ito's theorem 4, Theorem 6.15 to see that p divides G : K .
< <Thus, there is a normal subgroup M of G so that K - M and G : M s p.
Now, M is solvable group and K is a normal subgroup of M having
 . 2p-power index. If cd M contains a power of p that is divisible by p , then
M satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Because G is a minimal
counterexample, M must satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. It is easy
2 2  .to see that if p m or p n divides a member of cd M , then it divides a
 .  .degree in cd G . It follows that cd M has no power of p that is divisible
2  .by p . The only way this can happen is if the largest power of p in cd G is
p2.
Take P to be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and observe that P acts
X X  .Xcoprimely on KrK . Write CrK s C P so that by Fitting's lemmaK r K
X w x X X Xwe have KrK s K, P K rK = CrK . Let g be an irreducible con-
 X . Xstituent of x . Since g g Irr CrK , we see that it extends to 1 = gC w K , P xK
on KrK X. On the other hand, we know that 1 X = g is G-invariant, sow K , P xK
it must extend to g on GrK X. By Gallagher's theorem, there is a characterÃ
 .  .  .  .  .c g Irr GrC so that x s cg . Since g 1 s g 1 , we see that c 1 s x 1Ã Ã
2  .s p . Let l g Irr KrC be a constituent of c so that l is linear. Take TK
to be the stabilizer of l in G. Note that the only irreducible character of
 .  4KrC that is G-invariant is 1 . Since cd GrK : 1, p , we conclude thatK
< <l / 1 and T - G. Furthermore, we see that if G : T s p, then we mustK
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 .  .have p g cd TrK by Gallagher's theorem. Write F s F K , and recall
that K has Fitting height 2 or 3. The proof now branches into two cases
based on the Fitting height of K.
 .Case 1. K has fitting height 3. Fix ErF s F KrF . From Lemma
 . w x X3.1 a , we know that ErF is cyclic. Applying Lemma 2.3, we get K, P K
w x X w x X: G, K K : E. Recall that K s K, P K C which yields K s EC. Be-
< < < < < <cause K : F s K : E E : F s mn, the action of P on KrF is coprime
and ErF is a Hall subgroup of KrF. Thus, we can use Glauberman's
w x w xlemma 4, Lemma 13.8 to find a complement R with R, P : R, K s ER,
and E l R s F. Since KrE and ErF are both cyclic, one sees that
X w x  .K F s E, R F. Write DrF s C R , and because the action of R onEr F
w x X XErF is coprime, we deduce that E s E, R FD s K FD s K D. Because
X  . K : E l C, we have E s D E l C . This implies that K s EC s D E
.l C C s DC. We claim that D is a normal subgroup of G. To see this,
first note that ErF is abelian, so D is normal in E. With R centralizing
D, it follows easily that D is normal in K. Finally, R is uniquely deter-
mined by the P-invariant subgroups E, F, and R. This implies that P and
hence G normalize D. Since C is also normal in G, D l C is a normal
 .  .  .subgroup of G and Kr D l C s Dr D l C = Cr D l C . Recall that
ErF is the Fitting subgroup of KrF, so R cannot centralize ErF. It
X  .follows that D - E, and hence K ­ D. As Cr D l C ( KrD, there is a
  ..  .  4character u g Irr Cr D l C with u 1 g m, n . Note that T is the
stabilizer of l in G. Take S to be the stabilizer of u in G. It is easy toD
determine that S l T is the stabilizer of u = l in G. If p2 dividesD
< < 2  .G : S l T , then p u 1 divides some character degree of G in contradic-
tion to the choice of G. Since T - G, the remaining possibility is that
< <G : S l T s p and T s S l T. This implies that T is the stabilizer of a
nonlinear irreducible character of K. Since TrK is not abelian, this
contradicts the choice of G. Therefore, we may conclude that K does not
have Fitting height 3.
 .Case 2. K has Fitting height 2. From Lemma 3.1 b , we know that
< <  . < <K : F g cd K . Without loss of generality, we assume that K : F s m.
 .  4This implies that cd F s 1, n . Thus, there is a prime q so that n is a
 .power of q. Let Q be the Sylow q-subgroup of F. Using Lemma 3.1 b , we
X < X < < <determine that K : Q. Since p does not divide either K : K or Q , we
< <see that p does not divide K . Thus, we have that K l P s 1. By
w xGlauberman's lemma, K has a q-complement R with R, P : R. Note
that K s QR and Q l R s 1. Since R is isomorphic to KrQ, we see that
R is abelian.
 .  .Let B to denote the subgroup C R . We again apply Lemma 3.1 b toQ
see that QX : B, which implies that B is normal in Q. Since R centralizes
B, it follows that B is normal in K. Because P normalizes both Q and R,
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it follows that P normalizes B and B is a normal subgroup of G. From
 . X X w x X X XLemma 3.1 b , we see that QrQ s BrQ = Q, R rQ and KrQ s BrQ
w x X X w x X X= Q, R RrQ . Also, we have K s Q, R , so that KrK s QrK =
X X  X.  X X.K RrK . Thus, there exist characters a g Irr QrK and b g Irr K RrK
with l s a = b. Write X and Y for the stabilizers in G of a and b ,
respectively. It is easy to show that T s X l Y.
Take n to be an irreducible character of Q having degree n. We know
that n is invariant in K, so it has a canonical extension n on K. ObserveÃ
that n and n have the same stabilizer in G which we will denote by W. WeÃ
know that bn is an irreducible constituent of n K having degree m. OneÃ
can prove that its stabilizer is W l Y. By the choice of G as a counterex-
< < < <ample, we know that G : W l Y F p. This implies that G : Y F p.
 .Let u be any character in Irr K having degree m. We observe that
X  .  X X.Q : ker u . We can write u s m = n where m g Irr K RrQ and n g
 X.  .  .Irr BrQ . Since n 1 s 1, we have m 1 s m. Take S to be the stabilizer
of m in G. It is not difficult to show that the stabilizer of m = a isB
S l X. Since u X = a is an irreducible character of K having degree m,K R B
< <it follows from the choice of G that G : S l X F p. In particular, we
< <deduce that G : X F p.
To finish this proof, we need to look at two cases. The first is when
< <  .G : T s p. Note that in this case, we have p g cd TrK . Since T s X l Y,
either X s T or Y s T. When X s T , then X s X l S and when Y s T ,
we have Y s Y l W. In either case, we have that T is the stabilizer of a
nonlinear irreducible character of K. Since TrK is nonabelian, his contra-
dicts the choice of G. Thus, we must consider the other possibility which is
< < 2 < < < <that G : T s p . This implies that G : X s p s G : Y and that X s X
l S and Y s Y l W. Notice that X must stabilize every irreducible
 .character of degree m in Irr KrB . Furthermore, X is the stabilizer of
some irreducible character of degree m in K. From the choice of G, it
follows that XrK is abelian. Since every irreducible character of degree m
in KrB is invariant in X, it follows that they all extend to XrB.
 < .Furthermore, because XrK is abelian, we determine that cd XrB mK r B
 4 < <s m . In particular, we can combine this with the fact that X : K is a
power of p to deduce that the only character degrees of XrB are 1, m,
 .and powers of p. Observe that b g Irr KrB and that T is the stabilizer
 .  .of b in X, so that p g cd KrB . Suppose that s g Irr KrB has degree
that is a power of p, and let h be an irreducible constituent of s . We seeK
 .  .that h 1 s 1 and the index of the stabilizer of h in X equals s 1 . It is
easy to see that the stabilizer of h in X will be the stabilizer of h = a in
2  .G. Since this index can be at most p , we see that s 1 F p. Therefore, we
 .  4conclude that cd XrB s 1, m, p . Finally, we observe that X is normal
in G, and we know that the only character degrees of X that are divisible
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by n are n and np. This yields a contradiction to Lemma 3.2. This proves
the theorem.
4. FINDING A NORMAL SUBGROUP
In this section, we look at a situation that occurs in a normal subgroup
when proving the Main Theorem. We have a solvable group G whose
 4  . character degrees have the property 1, p, mp, n : cd G : 1, p, m, mp,
4n . In this situation, we prove that G either has a normal subgroup whose
 4character degrees are 1, m, n or G has a characteristic subgroup whose
quotient is a Frobenius group of given type. In the former case, we will be
able to apply Lemma 3.4. In the latter, we will have to do some work to get
it into the case addressed in Section 5.
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be a prime and m and n be coprime integers that are
greater than 1 and not di¨ isible by p. Let G be a sol¨ able group so that
 4  .  41, p, mp, n : cd G : 1, p, m, mp, n . Then either:
 .  p ..  4a cd O G s 1, m, n , or
 .b There is a characteristic subgroup K in G so that GrK is a
X < X < < X <Frobenius group with kernel G KrK where G : G K s n and G K : K s p.
Proof. Take K to be a subgroup of G that is maximal with respect to K
w xbeing normal in G and GrK nonabelian. Using Lemma 12.3 of 4 , we
know that GrK is either a q-group for some prime q or GrK is a
 .Frobenius group. Since n is in cd G and is relatively prime to the other
character degrees of G, one can show that GrK must be a Frobenius
 w x . w xgroup. This is proved as Lemma 2.3 of 7 . From Lemma 12.3 of 4 , we
< <  .see that GrK has a kernel NrK where G : N g cd G and NrK is an
< <elementary r-group for some prime r that does not divide G : N . Our
< <argument now breaks up into four cases depending on the value of G : N .
< <Case 1. G : N s p
 .  .  .By Lemma 2.1, we have n g cd N . Since np f cd G and n g cd N ,
we see using Lemma 2.2 that r divides n. Since r does not divide mp, we
 . 2  .also have from Lemma 2.2 that if mp g cd N , then mp g cd G . Since
 .  4this does not occur, we conclude that cd N s 1, m, n . Observe that
p .  p ..  4O G : N. We now determine that cd O G s 1, m, n , and we obtain
the conclusion in this case.
< <Case 2. G : N s mp
 .  .Again, by Lemma 2.1, we get n g cd N . Since nmp f cd G , this
 .  4implies that r divides n. We now deduce that cd N s 1, n and
 p ..  4  p ..  4cd NO G s 1, m, n . We now see that cd O G s 1, m, n , and we
are done in this case.
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< <Case 3. G : N s m
We take p to be the set of prime divisors of m. We use M to denote the
p  .group O G so that M : N. From Lemma 2.1, we determine that
 4  .  .  .p, n : cd N . By Lemma 2.2, we know since mn f cd G and n g cd N
 .that r divides n. Because mq divides no element in cd N where q is a
 .prime divisor of m and r does not divide mp, we deduce that cd N s
 4  .  41, n, p . An immediate consequence of this is that cd M s 1, n, p . Note
 < .  4 wthat cd G n s n so that we may apply Gallagher's theorem 4, Corol-M
xlary 6.17 to see that GrM is abelian. Since n and p are relatively prime,
M has Fitting height of either 2 or 3. Our argument now branches into two
more subcases based on the Fitting height of M. In both, we use F to
 .denote F M .
 .  .Subcase 3 a . M has Fitting height 3. We write ErF s F MrF . From
 .  .  < < < <4Lemma 3.1 a , we know that cd M s 1, M : E , E : F and that MrE
and ErF are cyclic groups. We now want to use Lemma 2.3 to show that
MrE is central in GrE. In this case, ErF is our cyclic normal subgroup.
 .  .Take D s C ErF , and observe that D l M rF is the centralizer ofG
ErF in MrF. Since ErF is the Fitting subgroup of MrF, we have
D l M : E. We are now in the situation of the last statement of Lemma
 .2.3 where MrF has the role of B in the lemma , and it says that
w x < <  4G, M : E. Thus, MrE is central in GrE. Because M : E g p, n and
GrM is a p-group, we see that MrE is a p-complement for GrE. We
take HrE to be a Hall p-subgroup for GrE. Since MrE is central in
GrE, it follows that H is normal in G, and we observe that G s MH and
< <  .  .M l H s E. If M : E s p, then we know from Lemma 3.1 a that cd E
 4  .s 1, n . Since HrE is a p-group, we determine that cd H contains no
< <integers divisible by p. On the other hand, we have G : H s p. We apply
 4  .  .Lemma 2.1 to deduce that m, n : cd H , and we conclude that cd H s
 41, m, n , as desired.
< < < <We now consider the possibility that n s M : E s G : H . This implies
< <  .  4   ..that E : F s p and that cd E s 1, p see Lemma 3.1 a . It is easy to
 X.  4 < < < < Xshow that cd GrE s 1, m, n and G : E s G : M n is p -prime. This is
w xthe situation addressed in Theorem 7.3 of 8 . The conclusion of that
theorem is the conclusion that we want here which yields the result in this
case.
 .Subcase 3 b . M has Fitting height 2. Take F to be the Hall p-sub-p
group of F and note that F is normal in G and that F is a Hallp p
 .subgroup of M. From Lemma 3.1 b , we know that F is central in M. Letp
X be a p-complement for M. Note that M s XF and as F is central inp p
p  .M, we deduce that X is normal in M having p-index. Since O G s M,
this implies that M s X and F s 1. Thus, F is a p X-group. From Lemmap
 . < <  . < <3.1 b , we know that M : F g cd M so M : F equals either n or p. This
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implies that M is a p-complement for G. We now apply Corollary 3.3 to G
< <  .  4  < .  4to see that M : F s p and cd F s 1, n . Since cd F n s n , we knowG
that GrF is abelian. Take HrF to be a p-complement for GrF so that H
p . < <is normal in G. This implies that O G : H. Observe that G : H s
< <  .  4M : F s p. Since HrF ( GrM is a p-group and cd F s 1, n , we
 .  4 p .conclude that cd H s 1, m, n . Since O G : H, this completes the
proof in this case.
< <Case 4. G : N s n
 4  .  .By Lemma 2.1, we have p, mp : cd N . Since p g cd N and np f
 .  .cd G , we use Lemma 2.2 to see that r s p. Suppose that m g cd G .
 .  .From Lemma 2.1, we know that m g cd K and mn g cd G . Since mn is
 .not a character degree of G, we conclude that m f cd G . Therefore, we
 .  4  .  .have cd G s 1, p, mp, n . If a g cd N , then either an g cd G or p
w x  .  4divides a 4, Theorem 12.4 . This implies that cd N s 1, p, mp . If
 .  < .b g cd K and c g cd N a , then crb is a power of p. This implies thatK
 4  < .Xb g 1, m . Let d g cd G c . Since drc divide n, we see that whenp N
 .c ) 1 that d s c. If d s b, then dn g cd G and d s 1. Hence, when
b ) 1, we know that c ) b, and we deduce that b s m. Therefore, we
 .  4conclude that cd K s 1, m .
p .  .  4Let Q s O K so that cd Q s 1, m and Q is normal in G. Consider
 .  . Xa character g g Irr Q with g 1 s m. Observe that QrQ is not a
w xp-group. Thus, we may apply Corollary 6.28 of 4 to g to see that g has a
canonical extension g on K. Take u to be an irreducible constituent ofÃ
N  .  .g . Since m divides u 1 , we determine that u 1 s mp and u is G-in-Ã
variant. Let T be the stabilizer of g in G. Since u is G-invariant, we mayÃ
use a Frattini argument to show that G s TN. By the choice of K as
maximal with GrK not abelian, we determine that N s GXK and NrK is
a chief factor in G. Observe that T l N is normal in T and contains K.
Since NrK is abelian, we see that T l N is normal in N. Therefore,
w xT l N is a normal subgroup of G. We now apply Corollary 6.28 of 4 to gÃ
to see that it must extend to T l N. Since it does not extend to N, we see
that T l N - N. We conclude that T l N s K, and g N s u . Now, weÃ
 . N . < <  . < <compute that mp s u 1 s g 1 s K : N g 1 s K : N m, and we de-Ã
< <termine that K : N s p. It suffices at this point to show that K is
characteristic in G. We will use F to denote the Fitting subgroup of G.
Observe that NrK is the Fitting subgroup of GrK, and so, we see that
F : N.
w xFrom a theorem of Garrison 4, Corollary 12.21 , we know that the
Fitting height of K is at most 2. Suppose first that K is nilpotent i.e., it
.has Fitting height 1 . We claim that K s F. We know that K : F, and
from the previous paragraph, we have that F : N. On the other hand,
 .  4since cd N s 1, p, mp , it follows that N is not nilpotent. Thus, we
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< <deduce that F - N. Since K : F - N and N : K s p, we conclude that
K s F. We now must consider the possibility that K is not nilpotent. We
< <claim that F : K. If F is not a subgroup of K, then since N : K s p, we
 .have that N s FK. This implies that NrF ( Kr K l F . From Lemma
w x < <  .1.6 of 10 , we know that K : K l F s m and that Kr K l F is cyclic.
w xThis implies that NrF is abelian, and from Lemma 1.1 of 3 , that
< <  .N : F g cd N . Since m is not a character degree of M, this is a
< <contradiction. Thus, we conclude that F : K, K : F s m, and KrF is
 . X  .cyclic. If we write C s C KrF , then we have G : C by Lemma 2.3G
and K : C. This implies that N : C so that KrF is central in NrF. Since
NrK is cyclic, this implies that NrF is abelian. Let p be the set of prime
divisors of m. We observe that KrF is a normal Hall p-subgroup of GrF.
Since F is characteristic in G, this implies that K is characteristic as
desired.
5. A FROBENIUS GROUP QUOTIENT
In this section, we address the situation under the hypotheses of the
Main Theorem where G has quotient that is a Frobenius group of given
type. First, we prove a lemma about the modules of a direct product of a
Frobenius group with a cyclic group. Recall that a regular orbit is an orbit
whose length is the cardinality of the group.
LEMMA 5.1. Let G s A = F where A is a cyclic group of order p and F is
a Frobenius group with kernel B of order p. Let Q be the field of prime order
< < w xq, where q does not di¨ ide G . Suppose that V is a Q G -module such that
 .  .C V s 1 and C V s 1. Then G has a regular orbit on V.A B
w xProof. Write P s AB, and let W be an irreducible Q P -submodule of
V . Note that Wg is also P-invariant for every element g g G. We let CP
be a complement for B in F, and we observe that C is also a complement
for P in G. It follows that  Wx is G-invariant, and we can assume thatx g C
this sum is V.
 .Since P is abelian, but noncyclic, we see that K s C W is nontrivial,P
and thus K is a subgroup of P having order p with K / A and K / B.
Because A and B are nonisomorphic modules for every nontrivial sub-
group of C, it follows that K cannot be normalized by any such subgroup
 .of C, and thus N K s 1.C
The kernel of the action of P on Wx is K x, and these kernels are all
w xdifferent as x runs over C. It follows that the simple Q P -modules Wx
are pairwise nonisomorphic, and thus V is the direct sum of the subspaces
Wx as x runs over C. Also, these spaces are permutes by the action of G,
and the full set of elements of G that carry W to Wx is the coset Px.
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Now fix nontrivial elements a g W and t g C. Note that a has exactly p
distinct images under the action of the elements of the coset P, and so it
has exactly p distinct images under the action of the elements of the coset
Pt. Also, all of the images of a coming from elements of Pt lie in Wt.
Furthermore, these are the only images of a under the action of G that lie
< <in Wt. If W ) p q 1, fix an element b g Wt that is not one of the images
of a, and otherwise, take b to be any nonzero element of Wt.
We claim that a q b lies in a regular G-orbit. If an element g g G fixes
a q b, then since g permutes the direct summands Wx for x g C, there
are just two possibilities: either ag s a and bg s g, or ag s b and bg s a.
In the first case, we have Wg s W, and g g P. Since ag s a and a / 0,
this forces g g K. Similarly, as bg s b, we conclude that g g K t, and it
follows that g s 1. On the other hand, if ag s b and bg s a, we will
derive a contradiction. In this case, the above reasoning shows that g 2 s 1
< <and g has order 2. Because q does not divide G , we see that q is odd and
< <so W is odd. Also, we see that y f P which implies that p / 2. It follows
< <that W / p q 1, and by the choice of b, we cannot have b s ag. This is a
contradiction and the proof is complete.
We now prove a piece of the Main Theorem. In particular, we prove the
Main Theorem in the case where we include the additional hypothesis that
there is a quotient that is a Frobenius group whose kernel has index of
either m or n.
THEOREM 5.2. Let p be a prime and take m and n to be relati¨ ely prime
positi¨ e integers that are not di¨ isible by p. Assume that G is a sol¨ able group
 .  4  4with cd G s 1 j P j M j N where P is a set of p-powers, M : m, mp ,
 4and N : n, np . Assume that K is a normal subgroup so that GrK is a
Frobenius group with kernel LrK where LrK is a chief factor for G and
< <  4 < < < <  .  4G : L g m, n . If M G 1 and N G 1, then cd G : 1, p, m, mp, n, np .
Proof. We assume that the theorem is not true, and we work to get a
< <contradiction. Let G be a counterexample with G minimal. Thus, there is
a  .an integer a ) 1 so that p g cd G . Without loss of generality, we
< <assume that G : L s m.
Step 1. L has a normal p-complement N, every irreducible character
of N extends to its stabilizer in G, and N : K.
 .  .We note that GrL must be abelian and hence cyclic because cd G
a  .contains no divisor of m larger than 1. By Lemma 2.1, we have p g cd L .
a  .Since p m f cd G , we may use Lemma 2.2 to deduce that LrK is an
 .elementary abelian p-group. If r g cd L is a character degree that is not
 .divisible by p, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that mr g cd G , and thus r s 1.
Thus, every nonlinear character degree of L is divisible by p, and we use a
w xtheorem of Thompson 4, Corollary 12.2 to see that L must have a normal
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p-complement N. Since LrK is a p-group, we see that N : K. Every
irreducible character of N extends to its stabilizer in G because p does
< <not divide N and for every prime q / p, a Sylow q-subgroup of GrN is
 w x.cyclic see 4, Theorem 6.26, Corollary 6.28, and Corollary 11.22 .
< <  4  .Step 2. L : K s p, N s np , n g cd K , and KrN is central in
GrN.
 . Let x g Irr G be a character whose degree is divisible by n. Since
< < .N G 1, there is such a character. If x is irreducible, we apply CorollaryK
w x  .  .   ..6.17 of 4 to force mx 1 g cd G since m g cd GrK . As this is not
  . .the case, x reduces, but because x 1 , m s 1, we determine that x isK L
w x  .irreducible by using Corollary 11.29 of 4 . It follows that p divides x 1
 .  .and x 1 s np. We have shown that n f cd G and that the irreducible
  4constituents of x all have degree n. This implies that N s np andK
 . .n g cd K .
Let u be an irreducible constituent of x , and write w s u , so thatK N
 .w g Irr N . Take T to be the stabilizer of w in G, and note that K : T.
Since all of the irreducible constituents of w G have degree pn, it follows
that all the irreducible constituents of wT have equal degrees. By Step 1,
they are all extensions of w having degree n. Thus, TrN is abelian and
< <T : N s p. Now the Frobenius group GrK has an abelian subgroup of
< <index p. It follows that L : K s p and TrK is a Frobenius complement,
so T is not normal in G. On the other hand, T is contained in the normal
 .  .  wsubgroup C KrN , and we conclude that G s C KrN see 1, SatzG G
x.V.8.16 .
w xStep 3. Let R be a p-complement for G, and write A s L, R N.
Then LrN s ArN = KrN and GrN s ARrN = KrN.
Because LrK is cyclic and KrN is central, LrN must be abelian.
Observe that N : R and R acts coprimely on LrN. By Fitting's lemma,
w x  .we know that LrN s L, R NrN = C R . Since KrN is central inL r N
 .GrN, we have KrN : C R , and because G s LR and GrK isL r N
w x  .Frobenius, we obtain L s L, R K. We may conclude that C R sL r N
KrN, and the earlier equation becomes LrN s ArN = KrN. When we
include R, the resulting equation is GrN s ARrN = KrN. Note that
.ARrN is normal in GrN since KrN is central.
 24Step 4. P : p, p .
< < < <From Step 3, we have ARrN ( GrK, so G : AR s K : N is a power
of p. Note that LrK is a Sylow p-subgroup of GrK, and by Step 2,
< < < < a < < ay1G : K s L : K s p. Since p divides G , it follows that p dividesp p
< < < < < <K s L : K s G : AR . Thus, there is a subgroup M that is normal in Gp
< <  .with AR : M and G : M s p. Because G s K AR , we have G s MK
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 . and Mr M l K ( GrK is a Frobenius group where the kernel M l
.  . < < < <N r M l K is a chief factor for M and M : M l N s G : N s m.
 .  < .Consider character degrees b g cd M with b ) 1 and c g cd G b .M
w xBy Corollary 11.29 of 4 , we know that crb divides p. When c g M j N,
 4X Xwe have b s c g m, n , and when c g P, we know that c and hence bp p
 .  4 U U U Uis a power of p. Therefore, cd M s 1 j P j M j N where P is a
X  4 U  4 < <set of p-powers, M : m, mp , and N : n, np . Because M G 1 and
< < < U < < U < a ay1N G 1, we obtain M G 1 and N G 1. Also either p or p lies in
 . a  .cd M . If either p g cd M or a y 1 G 2, then M is a contradiction to
the choice of G as a minimal counterexample. Thus, we conclude that
2 2 4  4p : P : p, p .
 .  4Step 5. cd K s 1, p, n .
 .  < . wFix the character degrees b g cd K and c g cd G b . We know 4,K
xCorollary 11.29 that crb divides mp. When c s b, we apply Lemma 2.1 to
 4see that mb g M and b g 1, p . We investigate the case that b - c by
considering the values allowed for c. One possibility is that c s np, and in
 24this case, we must have b s n. Another is c g p, p , and in this situa-
 4tion, it follows that b g 1, p . Finally, we look at the case when c g
 4m, mp . For the time being, assume that p divides b, and fix characters
 .  < .  .  . < <w g Irr K and x g Irr G w with w 1 s b and x 1 s c. Since L : K s
L  .p, we know that either w g Irr L or w extends to L. Observe that
L . < <  . 2 L Lw 1 s L : K w 1 s pb is divisible by p . If w is irreducible, then w
2  .is a constituent of x , and so, p divides x 1 . Since this is impossible, weL
 .conclude that w extends to L, and we take g g Irr L to be the extension
of w that is a constituent of x . Because g is an extension of w, theL
vanishing-off subgroup of g the subgroup generated by those elements of
 w x.L where g is not zero see 4, Chap. 12 cannot be contained in K. We
 .may apply Lemma 2.2 to see that mb g cd G and b s p. When p does
not divide b, then b is a divisor of m. Thus, the possible character degrees
of K include 1, p, n, and divisors of m. We showed in Step 2 that n is a
character degree of K, and as p2 is a character degree of L and
< <  .  .L : K s p, it follows that p g cd K . Therefore, cd K consists of 1, p, n,
w x  .and divisors of m. By Theorem 18.7 of 9 , we determine that cd K s
 41, p, n .
 .  4As N : K, we use Step 5 to obtain cd N s 1, n .
Step 6. The stabilizer in L of any nonlinear irreducible character of
N is K.
 .Suppose that the character u g Irr N is not linear. We know that
 .u 1 s n, and by Step 5, u is K-invariant. Using Step 1, we know that u
extends to its stabilizer T in L, and as LrN is abelian, every irreducible
constituent of u T is an extension. Take x to be an irreducible constituent
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G  .of u . Note that n divides x 1 . In view of Step 2, we determine that
 .   . < <. w xx 1 s np. Since x 1 , G : L s 1, we apply Corollary 11.29 of 4 to see
 .  . < <  . < <that x g Irr L . We now have np s x 1 s L : T u 1 s L : T n, soL
< < < <L : T s p. Because L : K s p and K : T , we conclude that T s K.
 .We will write F s F K . Our proof now breaks into two subcases based
on the fact that K has Fitting height of either 2 or 3.
 .Case 1. K has Fitting height 3. Write ErF s F KrF . From Lemma
 .  .  < < < <43.1 a , we know that ErF is cyclic, that cd K s 1, K : E , E : F , that
 .  < <4cd KrF s 1, K : E , and that F is abelian. It is easy to compute
< <K : F s np.
< <Step 7 . K : E s p and E s NF.1
< <Note that NFrF is a normal p-complement of KrF. Thus, K : NF s p
< <and NF : N s n. Thus, it suffices to show E s NF. Since NF ) F, it must
contain a minimal normal subgroup of KrF. This minimal normal sub-
group will be abelian, and it follows that NF l E ) F. This implies that
< < < <  . < <K : E / n. As K : E g cd K , the only remaining possibility is K : E s
p. Therefore, we conclude that E s NF.
 . 2Step 8 . If the character x g Irr G has degree p and if l has an1
irreducible constituent of x , then l is linear and lL is irreducible.E
w x  .  .By Corollary 11.29 of 4 , we know that x g Irr L . Also l 1 s 1 sinceL
 .  4  . 2cd E s 1, n and l 1 divides p . We compute
L < < < < < < 2l 1 s L : E l 1 s L : K K : E s p s x 1 , .  .  .
Land we conclude that l s x .L
Step 9 . E s N.1
In view of Step 7 , we need only prove F : N. Use F to denote the1 p
Sylow p-subgroup of F, and observe that E s NF s N = F . Our goal isp
to show that GrF is a counterexample to the theorem. Once we do this,p
the choice of G as minimal counterexample implies that F s 1 andp
F : N.
 .  .  .Note that m g cd GrK : cd GrF . Also, we see that n g cd N sp
 .  .cd ErF , and this implies that np g cd GrF . Find a character l gp p
 . G 2Irr E where l has an irreducible constituent whose degree is p , and
 .  .write l s a = b where a g Irr N and b g Irr F . From Step 8 , thep 1
stabilizer of l in L is E, and it is easy to see that this is the intersection of
w xthe stabilizers in L of a and b. Since LrN is abelian, we have F , L :p
LX l F : N l F s 1, and F is central in L. This implies that b isp p p
L-invariant and the stabilizer of a in L is FN. We now focus on the
character a = 1 . Its stabilizer in L is FN, and if g is an irreducibleFp
 .L  . 2  .constituent of a = 1 , then g g Irr LrF and p divides g 1 . Take cF pp
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G 2  .to be an irreducible constituent of g . We know that p divides c 1 .
 .  .Also, we note that F : ker c , so cd GrF now contains a power of pp p
that is divisible p2. As F : K, it follows that GrF has a Frobenius groupp p
satisfying the necessary hypotheses, and therefore, GrF is a counterex-p
ample to the theorem. As stated in the previous paragraph, this proves the
step.
Step 10 . ArF is cyclic.1
 .In Lemma 3.1 a , we showed that ErF is cyclic of order n. Since ArE
has order p, it suffices to show that ArE is abelian. In Step 3, we proved
that ARrE is isomorphic to the Frobenius group GrK. Furthermore, we
observe that ArE is the kernel of this Frobenius group, and hence,
 .XA s AR E. On the other hand, ErF is a normal cyclic subgroup of
 .XARrF, so we use Lemma 2.3 to see that AR centralizes ErF. It follows
that ErF is central in ArF. As ArE is cyclic, we conclude that ArF is
 .abelian and hence cyclic .
w x  .   ..Writing V s E, F , we know that F s V = Z K , that cd KrZ K s
 .  4 X   ..cd K s 1, n, p , and that V s E this is Lemma 3.1 a .
 . 2Step 11 . If the character x g Irr G has degree p , then x has an1 E
R-invariant irreducible constituent l and the stabilizer of d s l in G isE
ÃKR. Furthermore, d has a unique extension d on E having stabilizer KR.
 .  . LBy Step 8 , we have a character l g Irr E with l 1 s 1 and l s x .1 L
This implies that G s TL and T l L s E, where T is the stabilizer of l in
< < < < < < 2G. In particular, we obtain G : T s L : T l L s L : E s p . Thus, we
see that T contains a p-complement of G, and without loss of generality,
X  .we may assume that R : T. As l is linear, we know that V s N : ker l .
Write d s l , and observe that d is R-invariant. Furthermore, we haveF
 .  .V : ker d , and because F s V = Z K , we see that d is K-invariant.
Therefore, we conclude that d is KR-invariant.
< <We know that KR acts coprimely on ErF since KR : E s mp and
< <E : F s n. It is not difficult to prove that d has a KR-invariant extension
Ã Ã < .  .d g Irr E d , and furthermore, since C K s 1, one shows that d isNr F
 w x.the unique K-invariant extension of d see 6, Lemma 2.1 . Therefore, the
Ãstabilizers of d and d are the same. By Gallagher's theorem, there is a
Ã Ã .character m g Irr ErF where l s md . Because d is K-invariant and
Ã KKrN is cyclic, d extends to K. With l irreducible, we use Gallagher's
theorem to conclude that mK is irreducible and the stabilizer of m in K is
E. On the other hand, since ArF is cyclic, m must extend to A. Since
A  .  w x.T l L s E, it follows that l g Irr A see 4, Theorem 6.11 , and this
ÃA  w x.implies that d is irreducible see 4, Problem 5.3 . Thus, the stabilizer of
Ã Ãu in A is N. It is easy to see that the stabilizer of d in L is K and the
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Ãstabilizer of m in L is A. Since d is R-invariant, we deduce that the
Ãstabilizer of d and d in G is KR.
Take r to be the set of prime divisors of n, and let HrF be a
r-complement for ARrF.
Step 12 . GrF s HrF = KrF.1
< < < < < <Note that AR : E s G : K s mp and E : F s n. We see that ErF is
a Hall r-subgroup if ARrF, and it follows that AR s EH and H l E s F.
Since GrE s KrE = ARrE, we obtain G s KH and K l H s F. Thus, it
suffices to prove that HrF is a normal subgroup of GrF. To do this, we
need only to show that HrF is normal in ARrF. This will occur if we
know that ErF is central in ARrF. In Step 10 , we determined that A1
 .centralizes ErF. Let D s C ErF , and we need only prove that R : D.G
 . 2Consider a character x g Irr G having degree p . By Step 11 , we1
know that x has a R-invariant irreducible constituent l where d s lE F
has a stabilizer in G of KR and d has a unique extension on E having
 .stabilizer KR. By Gallagher's theorem, there is a character m g Irr ErF
Ãso that l s md . Let T be the stabilizer of l in G and S the stabilizer of
m. Observe that D : S. It is easy to show that T s S l KR. In step 7 , we1
< < < < < <proved that G s TL and T l L s E. Thus, G : T s T : T l L s L : E
2  .s p . Let n be a faithful character of Irr ErF from Lemma 2.3, we know
that D is the stabilizer of n in G. It is easy to see that D l KR is the
Ãstabilizer of nd in G. Since D : S, we have D l KR : S l KR s T , and
2 < <p divides G : D l KR . On the other hand, since D l KR is a stabilizer,
< < 2we know that G : D l KR divides a character degree of G. Because p is
2 <the only character degree of G divisible by p , we conclude that G : D l
< 2KR s p , and D l KR s T. Therefore, R : T : D, and we can conclude
that HrF = KrF.
 .  4  .  .  .Step 13 . cd H s 1, m, p , F H s F, and F HrF s H l A rF.1
In particular, H has Fitting height 3.
 .From the fact that GrK ( HrF, we know m g cd H . With F abelian,
w xwe may apply a theorem of Ito 4, Theorem 6.15 to see that every
< < 2  .character degree of H divides H : F s mp. Since p g cd G and
< < < <  .  .G : H s p s H , we must have p g cd H . Suppose that mp g cd Hp p
 < .  4  .  .and note that cd G mp s mp . Because p g cd GrH s cd KrF , weH
2  .  .see that mp g cd G by applying Lemma 2.1. Thus, mp f cd H , and we
 .  4  .  4 < <conclude that cd H s 1, m, p . Since cd H l A s 1, p and H l A p
s p, we deduce that H l A cannot be nilpotent. Therefore, H must have
 .Fitting height 3. Now, F is a normal nilpotent subgroup of H, so F : F H .
  .. <  . <On the other hand, we have from Lemma 3.1 a that H : F H s mp s
< <  .  .H : F , which yields F s F H . Also, H l A rF is abelian, yielding
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 .  . < <H l A rF : F HrF . Combining the fact that H : H l A is not divisi-
 . .  .  .ble by p with Lemma 3.1 a i , we conclude that H l A rF s F HrF .
w xTake U to denote H l A, F .
 .Step 14 . F s V = U and U s Z K .1
 .  .We know by Lemma 3.1 a that F s U = Z H where U is a minimal
normal subgroup in H and that V is a minimal normal subgroup in K.
Since V and U are uniquely determined by characteristic subgroups in K
and H, they themselves must be characteristic and normal in G. This
 .implies that either U s V or U l V s 1. There is a character x g Irr G
 . 2with x 1 s p . By Step 11 , x has an irreducible constituent d whose1 F
stabilizer in L is K and furthermore, d is the restriction of a linear
character of E. This implies that EX s V is in the kernel of d . Because d
is not H l A-invariant, H l A must act nontrivially on FrV. Since
 .F s U = Z H , it must be that V / U; so U l V s 1. Now, we have
w x w x w x  .V, H : F, H s U and V, H : V since V is normal in G . Together
w x  .these facts imply that V, H : V l U s 1 and V : Z H . Similarly, we
 .  .  .  .can prove that U : Z K . Writing Z s Z H l Z K implies that Z H
 .s V = Z and Z K s U = Z. Furthermore, we see that F s V = U = Z.
Thus, we must show that Z s 1, and to do this, we will prove that GrZ is
a counterexample. The choice of G as a minimal counterexample will then
yield the desired result.
 .  .It is easy to see since G s HK that Z : Z G . With m g cd GrF , we
 .   ..  .  4have m g cd GrZ . Because cd KrZ K s cd K s 1, n, p , we deter-
 .  .mine that np g cd GrZ . Consider a character x g Irr G having degree
p2. By Step 11 , we know that x has an R-invariant irreducible con-1 E
stituent l and that the stabilizer of d s l is KR. Writing T for theF
< < 2stabilizer l in G, we know from Step 8 , that G : T s p . We use1
w xGallagher's theorem 4, Corollary 6.17 to show there is a character
Ã Ã .m g Irr ErF so that l s md where d is the unique extension of d to E
having stabilizer KR. Let S be the stabilizer in G of m and note that
 .T s S l KR. Note that d s 1 = v = z for characters v g Irr U andV
 .z g Irr Z . This implies that the stabilizer in G of v is KR. Since ErF is
cyclic and v = 1 is E-invariant, it must extend to E, and because it isZ H .
KR-invariant, it has a unique extension v on E whose stabilizer is KR seeÃ
w x.6, Lemma 2.1 . Observe that the stabilizer of mv is S l KR s T. We useÃ
< < 2  . 2  .G : T s p and Z : ker mv to deduce that p g cd GrZ . As Z : K,Ã
we know that GrZ has a Frobenius group quotient satisfying the hypothe-
ses of the theorem. Therefore, GrZ is a counterexample to the theorem,
and from the choice of G, we conclude that Z s 1. This yields F s V = U.
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Step 15 . Contradiction in this case.1
Write P for a Sylow p-subgroup of H l A. Recall that F is a subgroup
of the normal p-complement N. We see that P l F s 1. Also, we have
< < < < < <H l A : F s A : N s L : K s p, so that H l A s PF. Since F s
 .  .Z H = U, we have that H l A rU s PUrU = FrU and PU is normal
in G. Observe that P acts coprimely on NrV. Because NrV is abelian, we
w x  .apply Fitting's lemma to obtain NrV s N, P VrV = C P . RecallNr V
w xthat N, P : N l PU s U. Therefore,
w x w xN , P V : F s U = V s H l A , F V
w x w x w xs PF , F V s P , F V : P , N V .
 .Let QrV s C P so that NrV s FrV = QrV. From the fact thatNr V
 .  .  .  4U s Z K , we have N s U = Q and cd Q s cd N s 1, n . This implies
w xthat PU, Q : PU l Q s 1 and that A s PU = Q. In particular, there is
 .a nonlinear irreducible character s g Irr Q . Now, the character s = 1U
is a nonlinear irreducible character of N that is invariant in A. This
contradicts Step 6, so we have our contradiction.
This completes the case where K has Fitting height 3.
Case 2. K has Fitting height 2.
Step 7 . F is an r-group for some prime r dividing n, F s N, and2
< <K : N s p.
 .  .  .  < <4 < <From Lemma 3.1 b , we know that cd K s cd F j K : F . If K : F
 .  4s n, then cd F s 1, p and K has a nonabelian Sylow p-subgroup in
contradiction to the fact that KrN is abelian and N is a normal p-com-
< <  .  4plement. Therefore, we know that K : F s p and cd F s 1, n . This
implies that N : F and that n is a power of some prime r. Write F forr
the Sylow r-subgroup of F and F X for the r-complement of F so thatr
 .  .  .  4X XF s F = F and cd FrF s cd F s cd F s 1, n . To prove this step,r r r r
we need to show that F X s 1. We do this by showing that GrF X is ar r
counterexample.
 .  .  .X XSince n g cd F s cd FrF , we have np g cd GrF . Also, observer r r
 .  .  .  .Xthat m g cd GrF : cd GrF . If x is a character in Irr G with x 1 sr
2 w x  .p , then x is irreducible 4, Corollary 11.29 . Let l g Irr F be aL
 . 2  .  4constituent of x . Because l 1 divides p and lies in cd F s 1, n , weF
 .determine that l 1 s 1. By Frobenius reciprocity, we know that x is aL
L  . 2 < < F .constituent of l . Observe that x 1 s p s L : F s l 1 , so we con-
clude that x L s x . Writing T for the stabilizer of l in G, it follows thatL
< < < < < < 2T l L s F and G s LT , so G : T s L : T l L s L : F s p . We write
 .  .Xl s a = b for characters a g Irr F and b g Irr F . It is easy to seer r
that T is the intersection of the stabilizers of a and b in G. Consider a
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 .  .character d g Irr F so that d 1 s n, and write S for the stabilizer of dr
in G. For every element g g G, we note that K stabilizes d g and that
< g < gG : S s p. Thus, S rK is a Frobenius complement for GrK. Since the
stabilizer of every irreducible character of F having degree n has index p
in G, we determine that S g is the stabilizer in G of d g = b. Furthermore,
the stabilizer of d g = b will be contained in the stabilizer of b. Therefore,
the stabilizer of b contains S g for every element g g G. Because SrK is a
Frobenius complement, this implies that the stabilizer of b is G, and
hence, b is invariant in G. It follows that T is the stabilizer of a = 1 , soXFr
2  .X X Xp g cd GrF . In light of F : K, we see that GrF has a Frobeniusr r r
group quotient that satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Thus, we have
shown that GrF X is a counterexample to the theorem. By the choice of G,r
Xwe know that F s 1. We now see that F s F s N.r r
Step 8 . Final contradiction.2
Recall that R was chosen as a p-complement for G, and take S to be an
r-complement for R. Because N is an r-group, we obtain R s SN and
S l N s 1. Observe that S acts coprimely on L, so we may use Glauber-
w xman's lemma to find a Sylow p-subgroup P of L with P, S : P. Let U
denote P l K and V denote P l A so that U and V are Sylow p-sub-
groups of K and A, respectively. Also, we have K s UN and A s VN
w x w x w x w xwith U, S : P, S l K : P l K s U and V, S : P, S l A : P l A
w x w x w xs V. Note that U, S : K, G : N so that U, S : U l N s 1. In addi-
tion, we see that AR s ASN s AS s VNS which implies that VS ( ARrN
 .( GrK is a Frobenius group of order mp. Define C s C U andN
 .  .  4  .B s C V . Recalling cd K s 1, n, p , we may use Lemma 3.1 b to seeN
that NrN X s K XrN X = CrN X. Because N X : C, we know that C is normal
in N. As U centralizes C, it is normal in K s NU. Now, V and S both
normalize N and U, so C is normal in KVS s G. Similarly, we see that CB
is a normal subgroup of G.
We claim that CB - N. If CB s N, then V centralizes NrC ( K XrN X,
X  X . X  . X w xso K s K l B N . In Lemma 3.1 b , we saw that K s N, U . Note
that U acts nontrivially on N fixing every nonlinear irreducible character.
w x X w xX Y XUsing Theorem 19.3 of 9 , we have that N s N, U s K . Because K is
Y  X.   X.an r-group, we know that K : F K where F K is the Frattini
X. X  X .  X.subgroup of K . The first statement now yields K s K l B F K s
X X Y  wK l B. In particular, V centralizes K . Note that K ) 1 see 10, Theo-
x.  .rem 3.5 , so there is a nonlinear character s g Irr V . By Corollary 13.30
w x Nof 4 , s has a V-invariant irreducible constituent d . Since s is not
linear, d is not linear. This contradicts Step 6 which states that the
stabilizer of any nonlinear irreducible characters of N is K. Thus, we
know that CB - N.
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Let M be a normal subgroup of G with CB : M : N such that NrM is
a chief factor for G. Observe that NrM is an elementary abelian r-group,
 . w xso we may view W s Irr NrM as an R GrN -module where R is the
field of order r. By Step 3, GrN s KrN = ARrN with KrN having order
p and ARrN being a Frobenius group whose kernel ArN has order p.
 .  .  .Since CB : M, we have C KrN s C U s 1 and C ArN sW W W
 .C V s 1. Now, we are in the situation described in Lemma 5.1. By thatW
 .lemma, there is a character u g W s Irr NrM whose stabilizer in G is
< < 2  .N. It follows that G : N s mp g cd G . This is the contradiction that we
need.
Since we have found a contradiction in both cases, the theorem is
proved.
6. PROVING THE MAIN THEOREM
We have now assembled all the pieces we need to prove the Main
Theorem.
< <Proof of Main Theorem. We will work by induction on G . Take K to
be a subgroup of G that is maximal with respect to being normal in G with
w x  .  4GrK nonabelian. From Chapter 12 of 4 , we know that cd GrK s 1, f
w xfor some integer f. Also, using Lemma 12.3 of 4 , we see that GrK is
either a q-group for some prime q or it is a Frobenius group.
Suppose first that GrK is a q-group. Observe that f is a power of q,
 4and if q / p, then f g m, n . Without loss of generality, we may assume
a  .that f s m. If p g cd G for some integer a G 2, then we apply Lemma
a  .2.1 to determine that p m g cd G . Since this does not occur, the result is
true in this case, so we may assume that q s p. Consider a character
 .  .  .x g Irr G so that x 1 g M j N, and write u g Irr K for a constituent
w x  .  . < <of x . From Corollary 11.29 of 4 , we know that x 1 ru 1 divides G : K ,K
 .  .  4  .X Xand hence, it follows that x 1 s u 1 g m, n . Suppose that u 1 fp p
 4  .  .  .m, n , so that p divides u 1 . We must have x 1 s u 1 and x s u . By aK
w x  .  .theorem of Gallagher 4, Corollary 6.17 , we deduce that x 1 f g cd G .
 . 2  .Since p divides both x 1 and f , we have p dividing x 1 f which cannot
 .  4happen. We see that u 1 g m, n . In fact, m or n is the degree of every
irreducible constituent of the restriction of any irreducible character of G
whose degree lies in M j N. Since M and N are both not empty, we have
 4  .m, n : cd K . Now, take g to be an irreducible character of K that is
not a constituent of the restriction of an irreducible character of G with
degree in M j N. Let c be an irreducible constituent of g G. By the choice
 .  4  .of u , we know that c 1 lies in 1 j P. In particular, c 1 is a power of p,
 .  .and because u 1 divides c 1 , it is a power of p also. Therefore, we
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 .conclude that cd K consists of m, n, and powers of p. Using Theorem
w x  .  418.7 of 9 , we determine that cd K s 1, m, n . We obtain the result by
referring to Theorem 3.4, and seeing that we have a contradiction.
We now turn to the case where GrK is a Frobenius group, writing LrK
w xfor the Frobenius kernel. Using Lemma 12.3 of 4 , we know that GrL is
< <cyclic, that G : L s f , and that LrK is an elementary abelian q-group for
some prime q that does not divide f. Our proof breaks up into four main
cases that depend on the value of f.
 4Case 1. f g P _ p . We are assuming that f is a p-power that is
divisible by p2. In particular, we are assuming that G is a counterexample,
and so, we seek a contradiction to complete this case. Since q does not
 .divide f , we see that q is not p. We now consider a character x g Irr G
 .  .with x 1 g M j N. Take u g Irr L to be a constituent of x . By Corol-L
w x  .  .  4X Xlary 11.29 of 4 , we determine that x 1 s u 1 g m, n . From Theo-p p
w x  .  .  .rem 12.4 of 4 , we have that either fu 1 g cd G or q divides u 1 .
Because q cannot divide both m and n, there exist characters x and u as
 .  . 2above so that fu 1 g cd G . On the other hand, p divides f , so this is a
contradiction and concludes this case.
 4Case 2. f g mp, np . Without loss of generality, we may assume that
f s mp. Since q does not divide f , we see that q is not p. Suppose that
a  .  .p g cd G for some integer a G 2, and consider a character x g Irr G
 . awith x 1 s p . Take u to be an irreducible constituent of x . ApplyingL
w x  .  . ay1Corollary 11.29 of 4 , we determine that x 1 ru 1 divides mp, and p
 .  .divides u 1 . Since q does not divide u 1 , we use Lemma 2.2 to see that
 .  . ay1  .u 1 mp g cd G . Because p divides u 1 , this is a contradiction, and
we have proved the result in this case.
 4Case 3. f g m, n . Observe that by the choice of K being maximal
with GrK nonabelian, it follows that LrK is a chief factor for G. Thus,
we are in the situation of Theorem 5.2. That theorem gives us the desired
result in this case.
< <Case 4. f s p. Since G : L s p, we begin this case by observing that
 .  4 U U U Uwe may write cd L s 1 j P j M j N where P is a set of p-
U  4 U  4 < < < <powers, M : m, mp and N : n, np . Since M G 1 and M G 1, it is
< U < < U <easy to see that M G 1 and N G 1. Thus, L satisfies the hypotheses
< <  .of the theorem. By induction on G , we conclude that cd L :
 4  24 21, p, m, mp, np , so it follows that P : p, p . We assume that p g P,
and we obtain a contradiction.
 .Suppose that q does not divide mn, and take a character x g Irr G
 .with x 1 g M j N. When u is an irreducible constituent of x , we knowL
w x  .  .  .  .  4X Xfrom 4 that x 1 ru 1 divides p and so x 1 s u 1 g m, n . As qp p
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 .  .does not divide u 1 , we use Lemma 2.2 to determine that pu 1 g M j N.
 .If p divides u 1 , then the result follows, and hence, we may assume that
 .  4 U  4  .  4u 1 g m, n . Because P s p , this implies that cd L s 1, p, m, n
w xwhich contradicts Theorem 18.7 of 9 . Therefore, we are left with the case
that q divides mn and without loss of generality we suppose that q divides
 .m. Now we note that since q does not divide pn if pn lies in cd L , then
2 U  4by Lemma 2.2 we have p n g N. Therefore, we may assume that N s n
< U < U  4and np g N. On the other hand, since M G 1 and M / m , we
U  4  .  4conclude that mp g M and 1, p, mp, n : cd L : 1, p, m, mp, n . This
implies that L satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. From that theorem,
 p ..  4we see that either cd O L s 1, m, n or L has a characteristic sub-
group N so that LrN is a Frobenius group with kernel LXNrN where
< X < < X < p . p .  p ..L : N L s n and N L : L s p. Note that O G s O L . If cd O L
 4s 1, m, n , then we have the situation of Theorem 3.4 which yields a
contradiction.
We now deal with the second case of Theorem 4.1. Since N is character-
< < 2istic in L, we have N is normal in G. Observe that G : N s p n. Let
PrN be a Sylow p-subgroup of GrN, and let QrN be a p-complement
for LrN so that G s PQ and P l Q s N. It is easy to see that P l L s
X  .L N. Observe that n divides p y 1 since LrN is Frobenius . Because
< < w xG : P s n, this implies that PrN is normal in GrN. We see that P, Q :
w x X < < 2P, L : P l L s L N. From P : N s p , we determine that PrN is
abelian, and recalling that QrN acts coprimely on PrN, we apply Fitting's
 . w xlemma to obtain PrN s C Q = P, Q NrN. Since LrN is a Frobe-Pr N
X w X x w x Xnius group, we see that L N s L N, Q N : P, Q N : L N. If we write
 . XArN s C Q , we now have PrN s ArN = L NrN. Because both PPr N
and Q normalize A, it follows that A is normal in G. Also, we have
 X . XG s PL s AL N L s AL, A l L s A l P l L s A l L N s N, and
GrA ( LrN. In particular, GrA is a Frobenius group with kernel PrA
< < < <where G : P s n and P : A s p. We now use Theorem 5.2 to get the
desired contradiction.
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